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STRUCTURAL EVALUATION OF FIXED OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
by J. Kim Vandiver
ABS TRAC T
In fixed offshore structures, damage incurred below the
waterline is often difficult to detec~, but significant enough
to be the source of a subsequent massive failure. A technique
is described that can be used to detect subsurface structural
failure by detecting changes in the natural frequencies of the
structure. One tower Was extensively studied; the dynamic measure~
ment and analysis techniques are described. A parallel computer
model of this tower was used to simulate the effect of removal
of structural members on natu~al frequency. The parameters which
determine the level of minimull detectable damage are discussed.
Experimental data correlating wind and wave height spectra to
observed structure response is presented. Statistical Energy
AnRlysis is introduced as a method for predicting the dynamic
response of offshore towers to random waves. The method is superior
to the classical random vibration approach, in that it does not
require the calculation of the wave force spectrum from the wave
height spectrum, thus eliminating the calculations and assumptions
common to the frequently used Morrison wave force equation. SEA is
also applicable to a broad range of fixed and floating structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION
,
Had inspection techniques been available to detect these minor
changes, the total losses might have been avoided. Among these
ini tially minor sources of failure must be included scouring
and progressive failure of bottom condi tiona, and corrosion of
structuralme~bJrs .
The inspection technique described here requires periodic
measurement of selected natural frequencies that show direct re-
sponse to wind and waves. Wind and wave force spectra are suf-
ficiently broad band random excitation to drive most offshore
structures at one or more of their natural frequencies. Accel-
erometers can be used to measure the platform response, and
from the records the natural frequéncies can be determ,ined.
11
Such determinations might be made onia semiannual or annual
basis. A detected shift in natural frequency between succes-
sive measurements would indicate a change in' the mass or stiff-
ness of the structure. A reduction in stiffness implies fail-
ure in tne structural members and joints, or in the supporting
bottom conditions. In some circumstances the measurements
might be helpful in determining the location of the failure.
At the very least the periodic inspe¡cti,on ,can be used as the
"go" or "nogoN decision maker for a much more expensive diver
survey.
The minimum detectable level of damage that can be deter-
mined by this technique will be a measure of i tsusefullness as
an inspection tool. For this to bea valid inspection method
for a gìventype of offshore structure there must exist, a broa.d
range of detectable structural failures that lie between the level
of minimumdetèction and obvious failure. In other words. the
dètection threshold of the technique must be sufficiently sensi-
tive to allow time for repairs to be made before obvious failure
occurs.
A detailed study of one offshore'pile supported tower was
conducted,and the detection threshold was determined. The
--\.-
tower is a welded steel space frame wi~h four primary legs.
braced with horizontal and diagonal members. It is fixed to
\
driven steel piles and stands 150 feet above the mudline in
70 feet of water and weighs approximatèlY 600 tons. The tower
serves as a manned United States Coast' Guard Light Station near
the Massachusetts coast. Though small by most standards, its
12
limi ted aize made an in depth survey possible. Figure I -1.
To determine the detection threshold it is necessary to
compare the accuracy of on si te frequency measurements to the
amount of change caused by a particular structural failure.
As it was impossible to arrange a systematic survey 
of a full
scale platform with a variety of beføre and after structural
failures, then the best substitute was a computer simulation
of the structure in which the change in stiffness due to a
prescribed structural failure could be e~aluated. From the
stiffness the shift in predicted natur~l frequency could be
deuermined.
A careful computer simulation of the Buzzairds Bay
Light Station was prepared using the M.t.T. ICES-STRUDLi:r( 2)
structures program. A systematic study of the effect of struc-
tural damage ,was conducted and the results c,ompared to the accu ~a-
cy of experimental determinations of natural frequency. It was
found that except for a few of the most insignificant members,
the determination of natural frequency was accurate enough to
detect failure of individual subsurface members. In some circu~-
stances it would even be possible to isolate the general location
of the break. It was also determined that widespread corrosion
would cause a detectable change.
The experimental techniques, computer simulation, and exci-
tation response data for the Buzzards, Bay Light Station are pre-
sented in detail in the remainder of this paper. Part One of
this thesis addresses the detection of subsurface structural
1)
, ~,"'"
.
~
~
failure by measured changes in natural frequency. As discussed
above, the instrumentation, computer simulation, estimation of
structural mass, and determination of the detection threshold
are all presented in detail.
The analysis of the excitation response relations for an
offshore structure is quite a diff~rent subject from the detec-
tion of subsurfacø failure of individual members. Though it
may appear unusual that a doctoral dissertation be composed of
two rather distinct problems, it was the outcome of a logical
sequence of events. The committee, which examined the original
thesis proposal covering the detection of subsurface failure,
fel t that an adequate treatment of the subject would require
at the very' least a good understanding of the mechanisms by
which wind and wave forces excited structural response.
In the course of satisfying this requirement it became
apparent that an important analytic contribution might be
made using Statistical Energy Analysis to predict structural
response to wave excitation. This method had been applied in
other fields, notably acoustics, ,but its application to an
ucean engineering problem had not as yet been published. This
was an attractive opportunity, and though it represents an
addi tion to the original thesis proposal. it is hoped that
this addit~on will prove to be a significant contribution to
the field.
15
Part 'lwo considers the dynamic response of offshore structures
to random wind and wave forces. Current practice in estimating
dynamic response to random wave forces employs the Morrison
wave force equation to estimate the force on the structure due
to a sinusoidal wave and then generalizes the results to include
a random wave hHight spectra such as the Pierson -Moskowi tz.
Using classical random vibration theory, this calculated wave
force spectra iß then used to calculate the response of the
structure.
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) is introduced as a
method for calculating dynamic response due to random waves.
This technique ~liminates the explicit calculation of wave
forces and is consequently sUbstantially easier to use. The
dynamic response to wind and waves is predicted for the Buzzards
Bay ~ntrance Tower. This prediction is compared to the response
data which was recorded over a broad range of wind and sea state
condi tions with excellent agreement between measured and pre-
dicted response. The response to wind forces is calculated
using currently accepted techniques.
A derivation of SEA techniques for offshore structural
problems is presented, and it is shown that SEA is applicable to
many offshore structural problems, including floating as well
as fixed structures.
16
PART ONE i
DETECTION OF STRUCTURAL FAILURE BY MEASURED
CHANGES IN NATURAL FREQUENCY
II. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF THE ART
A. Introduction
Before dawn 6 May 1974 a vessel displacing approximately
900 tons struck the Buzzards Bay Entrance Tower, which weighs
about 600 tons. One crew member on the tower was thrown from
his bunk by thE! impact. After dawn a visual inspection revealed
no above water line damage. Most of the supporting jacket is
hidden below the water line, and its condition was unknown.
Fortunatel~r, the natural frequencies of this tower in flexure
and rotation had been previously determined. By noo~ a United
States Coast Guard helicopter had transported the author and
the necessary measurement equipment to the tower. By 1800
hours it was determined that no significant damage had been
incurred below the water line. Ultrasonics tests conducted by
divers in August 1974 confirmed these findings. The following
sections discuss the testing techniques that were employed
and presents the appropriate background theory.
B. State of th ~ Art
The detection of structural failure by measuring, a related
change in natural frequency is not without precedent. There is
continuing industrial research in the field of expensive 
rotating
machinery such as generators and jet engines. More closely
related work has been done by civil engineers interested in
17 '
the seismic response properties of large buildings. For several
years civil engineers have been able to measure the natural
frequencies of large buildings using sensitive accelerometers.
Wind and seismic forces are sufficiently broad band random
exci tation that most buildings respond at one or more natupal
frequencies that are included in the band. Measurements that
have been made before' and after earthquakes have revealed
damage related frequency reductions as large as 50% ( 3 ).
In many cases visual inspection had rèvealed no damage. For
example, in steel reinforced concrete bUildings, microcracks
developed in the concrete that went undetected in visual
inspections, and yet eauseda substantial reduction in the
struutural stiffness, and therefore, the natural frequency.
Accelerometers of the force balance type, that have, been
developed for seismic work can be ápplied directly to measuring
dynamic response of offshore towers 
to wind and wave forces.
These devices are capable of resolving 10-6 g's, one millionth
of the acceleration of gravity. The Buzzards Bay Tower, in
extremely calm weather conditions, responds at 10-5 to 10-4 g's
at its natural frequencies. Much of the instrumentation' that
works on buildings is readily adaptable to offshore towers.
Fast Fourier Transform teChniques have been used to analyze
the dynamic response of offshore structures. E.H. VanMarcke (4 )
has shown that from FFT spectral analysis of acceleration records
accurate estimates of natural frequency and modal damping can be
obtained for OffShore towers. Fast Fourier Transform spectrum
analysis was employed in this work to obtain estimates of natural
frequency and damping. 18
III. INSTRUMETATION
A. Testing Theory
The lowest frequencies of vibration that are found on
bottom supported towers in the ocean are the flexural and
rotational frequencies associated with the bending and twisting
,
of the entire structure relative to the point of bottom attach-
mente These frequencies are important for structural reasons.
because they are low enough to be driv~n by the higher
frequency components of the wind and wave force spectra.
Moreover, because they result in relatively large periodic motions
of the entire structure, they represent a significant source
of cyclic stress on the major supporting members. Under certain
resonant conditions these vibration ,modes can be responsible
for widespread structural failure. Monitoring these modes
yields information pertinent to the integrity of the" entire
structure. Although it is possible to measure the natural
frequencies of individual plates, col~s and beams, i the
results are applicable to only those particular members. The
emphasis in thi.s work was on the development of an inspection
technique that provided a measure of the general integrity of
the structure r.ather than a one at a time inspection of
individual members.
The bending or rotational vibration of an offshore to.er
is usually dominated by a low frequenCY fundamental with
occasional second and even third order frequencies superimposed.
The lowest frequency usually dominates because it has more
19
energy~available from the wind and waves than do the higher
order modes. In many cases, as with the Buzzards Bay Entrance
Tower only the fundamental modes are regularly excited and
consequently the measurement and analysis was necessarily
confined to the fundamentals. Had the higher modes been
exc i ted during any measurement period ~ they would have been
detected and used for comparison to later measurements. The
important point is that adequate deductions can be made from
the fundamental frequencies only, and the occasional or even
continuous superpøsttion of higher modes does not hinder the
tests or alter the final results.
B. Instrumentation
Accelerometers i Accelerations caused by the fundamental
modes are largest at the top of the tower. The purely trans-
lational vibrations can be resolved into two perpendicular
components. In the case of a tower with a rectangular planforrn.
and symmetric mass distribution the two flexural motions are
parallel; to the two principle vertical planes of the structure
and the rotational motion is about a vertical axis through the
geometric center oß the structure. Thoughtful placement of the
accelerometers which measure these motions can ma~e analysis of
the data relatively simple.
Figure III-l shows the recommended placement of accelerometers
on the top of ,a tower with a rectangular planform. Looking down
on the top of the tower, it is obvious that placement of two
20
Ymax
one acceleromete t
x
two accelero ters
~
Y.
Figure 111-1 Accelerometer Placement
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accelerometers at the center of rotation, and oriented to
measure horizontal accelerations in the x and y directions, allows
., .,measurement of the principle x and y flexural accelerations at
the top of the tower with no interference from the rotational
mode. The placement of a third accelerometer at the extreme y
coordinate of the structure, Ymax' is oriented to measure
..accelerations that are the sum of the x flexural and the
.. .
Ymaxe rotational components. The Buzzards tower has a square
planform with 4 primary steel legs and a symmetric arrangement
of horizontal and diagonal braces in the welded steel jacket .
The mass distribution in the house at the top of the tower is
symmetric in two. planes. The symmetry of mass and structure is,
reflected by two identical x and Y flexural fundamental frequencies ,
and a torsional mode that rotates about the geometric center of
the tower.
Recordin~ techniQues i The instrument package was designed
to simultaneously measure and record accelerations at three
locations. The accelerometers used were Endevco QA 116-16
\
force balance devices that are capable of measuring up to ~1 g
and can resolve down to !io-6 g's. They have 
a sensitivity of
1 volt per g. Numerous other companies make similar devices that
are suited to this application. Typical accelerations at, the
fundamental frequency vary from !iO-5 to !iO-2 g's peak to
peak depending on weather conditions and structural parameters.
A blook diagram of the instrument package is shown in Fig~re I II-2.
The amplifier gain is lOO and increases the accelerometer output
to 100 vol ts/g. The FM tape recorder is a four channel Tandberg
22
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power
supply
Recarding Mode (on site)
3 Accelerometers
& Amplifiers
1
I
4 channel
FM tape
recorder
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Playback Mode (in laboratory)
low striptape pass chartfil ter recorderrecorder
4
",:,',, 
, .,.t\ ..,
speaker
spectrum X, y
analyzer plotter
or type-
wr iter
Figure 1II-2 Instrumentation Block Diagram
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Model lOO. It uses *" tape and records simultaneously on four
channels. Channel two can be used for flutter compensation
and channel four has provision for voice commentary that can
be recorded in an over-ride mode. A microphone switch
interrupts data oollection on the follrtti channel allowing
voice to be recorded. The total weight of this instrument
package is about seven~ pounds, including carrying cases,
cables and minor accessories. All data was recorded, at 1 7/8
inches per second.
Later the data was played back into a spectrum 
analyzer which
identified the natural frequencies. An alternative p:iocedut!e .
is indicated by the "optional" dc strip chart recorder that is
shown in the block diagram. If the amplified signal from the
accelerometer is filtered to remove high frequency noise and
then recorded on a sensitive. paper recorder, such as, a Brush
Model 222
· then on the spot determinations of fundamental
natural frequency can be made by counting zero crossings over
a known length of time. This technique was employed for the
6 May 1974 post collision inspection. Of course the signal from
the accelerometer that is placed away from the center of rotation
will show a pronounced beating effect that is the result of a
'' iilinear combination of x and YmaxO acc,elerations. This prOblem
can be overcome if the ~ signal from the accelerometer' at the
c'enter of rotation is electronically ,SUbtracted from,the
accelerometer located at Ymax.
II N I. ..
(Ym"'\.e + x) - x = y 6
~. max (III - 1)
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This can be done using a simple operational amplifier circuit
that takes the difference between two incoming signals.
Figure III-) shows the filtered paper recordings of theIØ " .
x (north-south), y(east-west) accelerations from the Buzzards
Bay Tower. Figure 1ii-4 shows the signal measured at Ymax on
the west side,x~ and their difference as explained in
Equation III-l.
c. Fast Fourier Transform Techniques
The recordings from the Buzzards ~ay Tower were played
into a spectrum analyzer located at the Boston Naval Shipyard.
.
The machine was a General Radio/Time Data Model 1923/30
Spectrum Analyzer. It consists of a mini-computer that is hard
wired to perform a variety of FFT computations. For the purpose
of determining the natural frequencies it was appropriate to
have the machine compute power spectra. At the recorded natural
frequencies the power spectra reveals sharp peaks. The output
from this machine was via CRT display, x Y plotter, or teietyp~.
A typical x Y recorder output is shown in Figure III-5. The
plot is actually composed of discrete points at 0.005 Hz spacing
through which a straight line interpolation trace has been
~utomatically drawn. The 0,005 H:~ spacing is determined by the
input settings on the spectrum analyzer. Of course, finer
spacings requirelangerinput records and a larger memory in
the computer. The computed spectral values at each 0.005 Hz
step are printed out on the teletype on command. From teletype
25
Figure III-3 Sample x (north-south) and y (east-west)
Accelerations From the Buzzards Bay Tower
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.,
x
..
x +
..
Y max e
..Y emax
Figure 111-4 Sample y 'Ie + x Accelerations Separ-
mal'
ated Into ~ and y ë Components
max
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output the actual center frequency was determined.
For all ~ests the spectrum analyzer was set for a full scale
range of 0 to 10.24 Hz, with a resolütibn of 29 = 512 data points.
The machine automatically observed the Nyquist criterion and act-
ually sampled and computed at 20.48 Hz.
In practice the tape recorder was played back at 7.5 inches
per second, which was four times the recorded rate, thus reducing
the effective range from 10.24 to 2.56 Hz. This range, when di-
vided by the 512 point resolution, yielded the .005 Hz frequency
spacing. Each run required 200 seconds of original data.
From the teletype output the center frequency could be de-
termined as well as the area under the peak which is equal to the
mean square value of the signal and hence the acceleration.
Though not essential for inspection purposes the mean square ac-
celeration is useful in determining the excitation response re-
lations for the tower. This subject is described in detail in
Part II.
In summary the spectrum analyzer was used to determine the
natural frequency of a mode to wi thin ~ 0.005 Hz. The recorded
data had to be 200 seconds long at 1 7/8 i.p.s. Since the spec-
trum analyzer treats a signal as a linear combination of sinu~
soids and resolves the signal into its discrete components at
the flexural and rotational frequenc ies, it automatically re-
.. ..solves the signal recorded at y into the x and y Q compo-max max
nents.
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D. Detection Threshold
As will be shown, the ability to ~eep an accurate record
of the mass of a particular structure will prove to be the
limi ting factor in establishing a favdrably low detection
, ,threshold. However, it is important that instrumentation
errors be kept small in relation to mass estimate errors. In
a statistical sense the ability to measure the natural
frequency depends on the bandwidth of the resonant peak. ' When
measured àt the half power points ~ ;; 2 I; f 0 . For the Buazards
Towerl: f = 0.02 Hz. Here I; is the damping ratio and, lç = Q,
the quality factor, which is 50 for the Buzzards Bay Tower.
The broader the band width I:f, the more difficult it, is 
to
establish an accurate estimate of f 0 ,the center frequency.
The accuracy of the spectrum analyzer is set by 
selection
of the frequency resolution. For the !uzzardsTower data, the
power spectra were computed at steps of 0.005 Hz. This spacing
is small enough to define the ~esonant peak with several data
points. The accuracy with which the center frequency is
determined is !O.005Hz. Averaging the center frequencies,
determined from several independent l'eQords of course ,will
improve the estimate of foe
The only other important potential source of instrument
error is the tape recorder. Tape speed fluctuationsi cause
errors in frequency known as flutter. The Tandberg recorder
has !O .2% tape speed control and even this 
can be reduced '
when flutter compensation is used.
When paper recorders are used for on site frequency
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measurements, estimates of natural frequency can be made to
better than 1% if a machine with a constant paper speed and
timing marks is used. Of course longer records yield more
accurate estimates.
The total mass of an ocean tower is a critical parameter
in establishing its natural frequency. A comparison of the
fundamental natural frequency to the simple spring mass system
shown below, illustrates the importance of structure mass as
well as stiffness.
If deflected and released, the
mass will oscillate at a fr,equency
given by~
~ = ' 2~ j ~
Figure 1II-6 Single d.o.LOscillator
Immediately it can be deduded that the frequency varies as
1/~. If the mass decreases by 4%, the frequency will increase
by 2%. The ability to identify structural damage will be
limi ted by the ability to estimate the change in mass of the
structure from the time of the last inspection. On an active
drill platform, the amount o~mud, driii pipe, water, etcj., must
all be considered. Marine fOUling and underwater flooding of
structural members are also potential sources of error which
must be detected and eliminated from structural failure
considerations.
In order to detect a change in ~tiffness due to a ~tructural
failure we must keep track of the mass. To attribute a change of
2% innàtural frequency to a chang~ in structure, we must be able
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to keep track of the total mass to better than 4% of the to*al.
The computer simulation will reveal what the percentage
change in natural frequency will be as a function of member
damage. The severity of damage that the inspection can
\potentially detect wiii be revealed by comparing thei computer
results to the in-practice ability to detect the iongte~m
changes in structure mass. This will vary from one structure
to the next~ Unmanned producing wells have rather constant mass
and hence will have avery sensitive detection threshold.
Exploratory drilling sites will have much less sensi ti ve
detection limits.
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iv. COMPUTER SIMULATION
A. Introduction
Concurrent with the instrumentation program, a computer
model was formulated to predict the natural frequencies of the
i
Buzzards Bay Tower. The ultimate purpo~e of this model was to
conduct a parametric study of the effect of simulated structural
damage on natural frequency. As it was impossible to actually
conduct a systematic survey on a full scale structure, in which
members would actually be removed or broken, then it Was reasoned
that a comp¥ter simulation would be the next best thing.
Once the results of the full scale test were in, and
the accuracy of the natural fr~quency determinations was known.
then a conparison to the computer simulation would specify the
minimum detectable level of damage that this inspection
technique would be able to resolve.
Like a cantilever beam, a pile supported tower has a
theoretically infinite number of flexural and rotational
natural frequencies. For a spatially complex structure like
, .
an offshore tower, with large variations in mass distribution,
a standard way of estimating natural frequency is by developing
a lumped mass model with a finite number of masses and an equal
number of degrees of freedom. (5,6,~ ~;uch models generally
predict the lowest natural frequencies most accurately, and
iyield progressively less accurate estimates of the higher modes.
In modeling the Buzzards Bay Tower it was important that the
computer simulation be able to predict with reasonable accuracy
all of the observable natural frequencies ~ It was also desirable
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to use a computer model that had the. fewest number of degrees of
freedom, i.e. lumped masses, so as to keep computer costs to a
minimum. It was known from measurem~nts made in 196 J that the
fundamental natural frequencies of the twwer in flexure and
rotation were approximately 1 Hz and: 1.1 Hz, respectively, and
( 8)that higher mode~ had not been detected.
B. Three Degree of Freedom Lumped ~ss Model
Initially, the tower was modeled for flexural modes as a
lumped mass system having three, masses and, hence, three degrees
of freedom and three natural frequencies. Figure IV-ldepicts
the tower as it is modeled by this approach.
Xi
..
M. is the mass of the house
and equipment at the top of
the tower. M2 and M) have
,the lumped mass. equivalents
of the supporting structure.
These masses were estimated
from blueprints.
X2
--
~
FIGURE IV-1 Three d.o. f. Model
The matrix formulation for this problem. is as follows i
fKHXJ :: wr2 CM).J,i) (IV-l)
)4
where fK.l and T M_ J are the stiffness ,anq mass matrices respectively,
and tX'! is the eigenvè'ctor f~l1 which describes the relative
L XjJ
displacements of each of the masses for each of 
the three natural
frequencies. ~lhe three values for i.~2 which satisfy this equation
are the eigenvs~lues and are also the squared values of the three
natural frequericies in radians2/sec2. We can express the natural
frequencies in cycles per second or Hertz by f = 4l/~ 7T.
The stiffness matrix r~J was determined using the
ICES~STRUDL II (2) structures program. The pertinent structural
details were taken from tne construction blueprints of the Buzzards
Bay Tower. ThE~ nine element stiffn~ss matrix was generated using
the principle eif superposition. In short, two out of t. three
masses are held fixed while the third is. given a unit displacement.
The force required to displace one mass is one stiffness e1èment,
and the forces required to hold the other masses fixed are two
addi tional stiffness elements. The other six elements are gener-
ated by displacing 
each mass in turn while holding the remaining
two fixed. This method is described very well in a paper by
Mansour. and Millman' (5 ). The STRUDL program is discussed in
greater detail in section III..Q..
The mass matrix IM~ J is a three element diagonal matrix
consisting of the three lumped masses 
which were estimated from
construction specifications.
A standard IBM Scientific Subroutine program was used to
solve the matrix equation for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
The natural frequencies and mode shapes predicted by the prOWram
were i
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f1 = l.OO Hz f2 = 8.7 Hz f) = 2).0 Hz
xl = l.O xl =-0.0) xl = 0.02
x2 = 0.29 x2 = l.O, x2 = -0 .86
x) = 0.05 x) = 0.95 x) = l.O
Since the tower has a square syma.etric planform, these natural
frequenc ies will be identieal for both X and Y flexural vibrations.
The three rotational natural frequencies can be similarly pre-
dicted.
The eigenvectòrs fJÙ represent the mode shape ,or relative
maximum displacements for each of thèthree natural frequencies.
The deflections are normalized so that the largest is 1.0. The
movement of the other two masses is some fraction of the largest
deflection. A minus sign indicates mOVément in the opposite
direction, i.e., 1800 out of phase. So, for example, the mode
shape tor the fundamental natural frequencyf1, is a simple
bending of the structure. The top mass moves the farthest with
the two lower masses leaning in the same direction but to a
lesser degree. The bottom of the structure is, of course, fixed
and does not move. It is known that the flexural natural
frequencies for this type of structure are approximately
related as follows i,f 2
+ = (2n-l)
1
2 2
= l, (3) , (5)
. . . (IV-2 )
The computed values for the first ~h~ee flexural modes are
f+= 1,8.7,2)
1
which is in close agreement, thus giving added confidence to
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the model.
Acceleration data was èollected for both flexural and
rotational motion on the Buzzards Bay Tower in weather conditions
varying from calm to .55 knot winds and 16 ft. seas. The FFT
spectral analysis indicated that the fundamental natural
frequencies for the two flexural and one rotational mode were
the only ones excited, the hightr modes were not. There is
good physical reason for this. First, the energy content of the
,
wind and wave forces at 1 Hz is small, and drops off very rapidly
with increase in frequency. Secondly, 90% of the total mass of
the tower is concentrated at the top. One might expect that the
motion would be dominated by the fundamental oscillation 
,of this
single lumped mass.
This evidence gave credence to t~e belief that a single
lumped mass single d. o. fo. model would adequately describe the
motion d;:the BBT.
A single d. o. f. model was specified to STRUDL and the result
as predicted by i
fo = * j~ "" . = 0.98 Hz, (IV-3)
which differs rrom the three d. o. f. model by only 2%. To come
wi thin a few per cent of the actual measured natural frequency
gave added confidence in the STRUDL structures program, and in
the single d. o. f. model. The single d. o. f. model.is
describe~ in detail in the next se~tion. It was used to calculate
the change in natural frequency due to member failure.
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C. Single Degree of Freedom Model
The single degree of freedom model is shown in idealized
form in Figure IV-2.
y e
'L.x .y
.l, J
~, ~, K)
Figure IV-2 Single d. o. f. Tower Model
If displaced and released in the x or y directions, the mass
will oscillate at a fr~quency given by.
Wx = wy = r~1
where i M = mass
~ = K2 = 
flexural spring constant
If rotated and released, the ,mass will oscillate in torsion at
its rotational natural frequency as given byi
We = J ~3
where: K) = torsional spring constant
J -- moment of inertia
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Both M and J can be evaluated directly from the construction
specifications of the tower. The STRUDL program is used to
e~lua~. xi, K2 and K). In preparing the final form of the
STRUDL program ~x' W y 'and W 0 were known. The principal problem
was to specify a computer model that would yield the proper Ki,
K2 and K) so that the measured and computed 
natural frequencies
would agree. In practice it is relatively 
easy to specify a
model that yields a good prediction for the flexural or
rotational spring constants, but not both. The reason for this
is that a pile supported structure is not accurately modeled
by assuming that the tower is builtin or fixed to the bottom.
In fact the sDil exhibits an elasticity that varies with depth
and load.
STRUDL can compute the stiffness of a space frame quite
well for the built-in condition, but does not have any provision
to account for the influence of soils. The programmer is left to
approximate the soils by groups of springs attached to the
bottom sections of the 
tower. This was done for the STRUDL model
of the tower, and Figure IV-3 shows ~he model with springs in
place. The spring constants were selected after reading the most
recent publications on laterally loaded piles in sand ( 9 ), and
by the rather pragmatic approach of using the spring coefficients
that yielded the best result. The model as .hown was chosen as
it gave acceptable predictions and yet did not require a large
number of joints at which springs were attached. Increasing the
number of springs would have increased the accuracy at the expense
of considerably more computer time.
)9
'"
'-t'
¡o
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As stated before the natural frequencies in flexure and
rotation were 1 Hz and 1.1 Hz. The computer model predicted
1 Hz and 1.4 Hz. The frequency in torsion is )0% high, By
current standards for models of this type, the agreement is
really quite good. Since the per cent change is frequency due
to structural damage is the parameter of real interest in this
study, and not the absolute value of the frequency then the
absolute error is not critically important.
D. STRUDL Model
The input to the STRUDL I I space frame analysis program
is shown in Appendix I. They include joint locations, member
identification and properties, support conditions, and loadings.
The output for this application was limited to printing the
applied loads, which in this program were actually unit displace-
ments, and listing the reaction at the joints to the applied
displacements. Figure IV-) shows the STRUDL model of the tower.
The three digit numbers identify members.
Determinåtion .of ..'thè'.s-øiiu':constants ~i.2 and K) i When
uni t displacement is specified in the +X direction at the top
of the tower, the STRUDL program computes the reaction force at
the joints where the displacement was specified. This force
is the' spring constant Ktwi th units of force/uni t deflection.
Similarly, a unit displacement in the y direction will yield
K2. For an undamaged tower, ~ = Ki. If an angular deflection
is imposed at the top of the tower, then from the reactions the
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Water line
Mud line
30 KIPS/INCH
= 200
2000
moment can be calculated, and theref?re K) in units of
ft-lbs/radian. These values can be used directly in equations
iv-4 and IV-5 to compute the na.tural' frequencies LùX' Lùy and Lù 6.
Damage Simulations STRUDL allows the user to ;declare members
inactive prior to applying the load. If, for example, member 150,
a "K-brace', was declared inactive, the stiffness would be com-
puted as if ~ember 150 were removed, or completely severed. Of
course, since member 150 provides more rigidity in the x direction
than it does in the y, then Ki will be smaller than K2, and Lù x
will be less than Lùy' Consequ~mtly, on a real tower, a detected
change in natural frequency in the x mode, but not the y, would
isolate a suspected break to those members contributing to the
stiffness in the x direction.
In turn, each of the important members in one quarter of the
tower was declared inactive, and the resulting changes in Ki, K2
and K)were computed. These results are tabulated in Table IV-L
in terms of the per cent reduction in natural frequency caused
by the simulated damage. Because of symmetry, it was not necessary
to simulate breaks in the other .three quarters of the tower.
Steel wastages Since the properties of each individual
member must be specified, it is possible to simulate the effect
of rust on stiffness. For one stiffness calculation. 0.050" of
rust was spec ified over the entire submerged portion of the
structure. The upper portion of the Buzzards Bay Tower is painted.
The resulting significant change in natural frequency is tabulated
with the rest. 0.050"does not sound very large until compared
to the wall thickness of many members. One inch is the largest
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wall thickness, and many are as low as o. )22" . The resulting
reduction in cross-sectional area and moments of inertia of the
steel cylinders is significant.
Damaged Per Cent Reduction I s DamageMember in Frequency Detectable?(See Figure (See Seotion V)iV-)) fx f foy
None 0.0 0.0 0.0 N/A
102 17.14 17.14 12.1 ) Yes
107 ll.15 11.15 0.17 Yes
110 5.92 .5 .92 0.96 Yes
11) 8.80
.S.80 6.62 Yes
126 0.12 0.0 0.0) No
142 0.005 0.005 0.02 No
150 6.10 0.17 2.25 Yes
151 0.17 6.10 2.25 Yes
166 0.005 0.005 o .008 No
170 ).19 0.0 l.)6 Yes
158 7.18 0.0 2.05 Yes
1)4 ).)1 0.0 2.08 Yes
145 0.008 o. 008 08005 No
o .0 .sO If Rust ).71 ).71 1.41 Yes
For no damage i K1 = K2 = 59*554 KIPS/INCH
K) = 1.58 x ,i06 FT-KIPS/RADIAN
TABLE IV-i. Reduction in Frequency Due to Member
Removal and Steel Wastage
Detectable changes i The problem now reduces to one of
determining the accuracy to which measured changes in natural
f~equency can be attributed to changes in stiffness. As
pointed out in Section III-D, if the mass of the tower can be
4)
+
visi tto visit.estimated to only ~4% from then changes in
+ isolate.stiffness of less than -4% may be impossible to In
the next section the BBT's mass estimates are shown, and the
damage detection threshold is determined.
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v. MASSi MOMENT OF INERTIA, AND THE DETECTION THRESHOLD
A. Instrumentation0Limi tations
As disoussed in the section on Instrumentation (iii-C', a
computation resolution of 0.005 Hz was selected for the spectrum
analyzer. This was a compromise which gave several data points .
over the bandwidth -.'of the resonant peak ( 11ft power = 0.02 Hz)
and yet did not require awkwardly long recordings of tower
acceleration (T = 200 seconds) or exceed the memory capacity
of the spectrum analyzer.
For the Buzzards Bay Towor a reasonable goal for the
detection threshold would be the ability to attribute changes in
+natural frequency of greater than -0.005 Hz to changes in mass
or stiffness. Since frequency varies inversely with the square
root of the mass, it is necef;sary to keep track of the mass to
better than :1% to achieve this goal.
B 0 Mass and Moment of Inertia Estimates on the Buzzards Bay
Tower
One percent of the total mass and moment 
of inertia of the
BBT are respectively 200 slugs and 2.i05 slug_ft2. These
quanti ties must be compared to the errors involved in estimating
the change inM and J from one visit to the 
next. The sources of
change between visits are listed below:
1. Added mass due to cha~ges in tidal level, and flood-
ing of sUbmerged members.
2. Changes in stores, equipment and personnel.
J. ,Accumulation of marine growth.
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4. Presence of a helicopter.
5. Accumulation of rain, snow or ice., ,
6. Change in quantity of fuel oil and fresh water on
board.
Compared to :1% of M and J, the error! in estimating i terns 1,
2 and) are small. Item 4, a helic~pter, could be accounted for,
but the data presented here was collected after departure of the
helicopter. Due to the diffioulty of estimation,measurements
must not be taken at times of heavy snow and ice accumulation.
Item 6, fuel and fresh wate~ are the only serious sources of
error on the BBT,. As much as 40% of the tot.al mass of the tower
can be liquid. Although the exact amount can be easily
determined, thßse liquids can not be treated as rigid body masses.
They are stored in four identical rect'3.ngular tanks, arranged as
shown in Figure V-1, and located directly beneath the living
quarters. Even when full the tanks have a free surface. The
natural frequencies of the first three standing wave ~odes in
both x and y directions are usually lower than 1 Hz. The
frequencies ar3 of course depth dependent, but in general the
mass of the liquid is vibration isola~ed from the motion of the
tower, and usually the effective mass, i. e., the rigid body
equivalent, is approximately 1% of the total. Calculations and
experiments performed by Vandiver (10 ) in 1968 show that the
effective mass of an oscillating rectangular tank of liquid is
given by:
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Figure V - I Fuel and Water Tanks on the BBT
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n=l w
nodd :2 1for
wheré i w 2 =
nr~ tanh (n~h?n
n = 1, :3.;5 ...
h = tank depth
L = driving frequency
W n = natural frequency of standing wave
g = acceleration of gravity
Calculations usíng this equation support the observation that
only about 1% of the mass of the liquid need be included in the
natural frequency computation. It was not possible to rely com-
ple:tely on the prediction of Equation V-l, because the tanks on
the tower were not ideal rectangular boxes. Each tank was divided
by a baffle which did not extend all the way to the, bottom, but
rested on I beams which crossed the floor of the tank at
regular intervals. Of course the, equation does not account for
viscous effects either. l'I
. t
;,The observed effective moment of inertia of the liquid was
about 2:3 ~ of the total. Table V-l shows the predicted values for
the three fundamental frequencies, based upon 1% and23% of the
liquid mass and moment of inertia. These values are compared to
the measured values on each of four visits to the tower. The
standard deviation for natural frequency measurements was about
~
0.005 Hz. (based on 50 separate measurements each of fx' f andy ,
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fa). As demonstrated by this table, the goal of accounting for
changes in frequency to :0.005 Hz was achieved for fx' but fy
and fg were predicted to an accuracy of t .01 Hz. It is evident
that large amounts of liquid storage is a source of serious error.
No predicted values are shown for the first visit in Table V-I,
because the measured values on the first visit were requireG to
predict changes in frequency based on liquid levels .for later viBi ts.
Table V-L Predicted Versus Measured Natural Frequency
For Various Liquid Levels
-_._---~._---_._.
._--~---
DATE PREDIC~ED FREQUENCY MEASURED FREQUENCY(fx) (fy) (f~) (fx) (fy) (f6) .
25 Feb 1974 -'-.------
.9765 .9831 i.i008
6 May
.9753 .9819 i .0720
.9758 .9784 1.0791
17 July
.9760 .9869 1 . 0868
.9752 .9874 1 .0762
16 Aug
..9759 .9825 1.0855
.9719 .9744
The mass of the tower other than liquid was obtained by
adding the mass of the house . tanks and helicopter deck (total
251 tons) to one half the mass of the supporting framework
(40 tons), a total of 291 tons or l8.09 x i03 slugs, and a
moment of inertia of 17,,)6 x i06 slug-ft2. The effect of the
added mass and moment of 
"inèrtia of the sea water around' the
supporting structure increases these totals to 18.59 x 103 slugs
and 17.86 x 106 s1ug-feet2.
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For the February 25, 1974 visit' the total mass and moment
of inertia, includipg the effective mass of stored liquids, was
18.67 x 103 slugs and 19.78 x 106 slug~feet2. The values for
flexural and torsional stiffness co~puted by STRUDL were given
I. .
in Table IV-i. The natural frequen~iespredicted using these
stiffnesses and the above mass and moment of inertia are:
f = f =.985 Hzx Y
fa = 1.375 Hz
It is apparent from the above table that the 
measured
values for f are slightly higher than f ~ This is probablyy , x
due to structural differences at the top of the space frame.
The tower top is constructed more rigidly in the y direction
than the x. Due to the large number ,of members involved, these
minor differences were not modeled by the computer program in
an effort to improve computational effièiency, at the expense
of not predicting this minor difference in frequency.
.
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c. Detection Threshold for the Buzzards Bay 'lO"lle~
--_.._---------------_._---------
'-'h'__.____._
By comparing the above results to Table iv -1" we can, see
the severity of structural damage that could be detected with
confidence above the error level associated with changes in
mass. These results indicate that at least for the Buzzards
Bay Tower, this is a valid method for detection of member
t:'~
breakage for mu~h of the sub~erged structure. For large drilling
rigs, the ability to account for drill pipe, mud and heavy
equipment may be considerably more difficult. For unmanned
production platforms, the mass may change very little with time,
and a very sensitive threshold might be attained. It is signi-
ficant for the BBT that the only undetectable breaks Occur
in small non-load bearing members.
D. Locating Structural Damage
Certainly from the magnitude of the frequency change, a
surveyor could obtain an indication of the severity of the
damage. In addition, by comparison of the frequency changes
between modes one could dei'ermine whether or not the damage was
in a location that causes stiffness in a predominantly x or y
direction. In addition, it is obvious from Table iv -1 that
certain types of failure cause the rotational frequency to
change more or less than the flexural ones. Of course, the
availabili ty of a computer model is important in making such
evaluations, but in the absence of a computer model, sound engineer_
ing reasoning in comparing frequency changes could reach many
--~---~- ----_. -- - -----
of the same conclusions.
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VI. SUMMARY
A. Evaluation and Recommendations for Pile Supported Towers
The most important conclusion of Part One is that damage
can be detected by measuring change in natural frequency on pile
supported towers. The major limiting parameter is not the in-
strumentation accuracy, but the ability to attribute changes in
frequency to changes in mass and not erroneously to changes in
stiffness.
On the Buzzards Bay Tower large liquid storage tanks were
the limi tingfactor in establishing the detection threshold.
The detection sensitivity could have been improved if the relation
between natural frequency and liquid level had been determined
empirically. That is, an experiment might have been conducted
in which the natural frequencies were measured as the tanks were
varied from full to empty. This was not possible on the Buzzards
Bay Tower. However, it is the type ~f ,experiment that could be
included as part of the construction program for other towers,
expecially since pile supported towers are likely to be erected
wi th empty tanks. and then filled.
Even without the benefit of complete empirical determination
, ,
of the effect of liquid storage on the Buzzards Tower, it is
evident from the computer simulation that breaks in all but a
few of the non-load bearing horizontal members were detectable.
Ideally all members would be detectable, but from a structural
point of view, if breaks in certain members cannot be detected,
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then one hopes that such members will, not be likely to fail.
Most tower failures are attributed to overload in large storms.'
The overloads are caused by wave and wind loads at the top of
the structure. The passage of a large low frequency wave causes
,
the tower to bend, in a dBflection ~hape that is very similar
to the mode shape in flexure for the fundamental mode. The
computer model of the BBT was a single d. o.f. model, which con-
sidered only the first mode. The spring constant was determined
by deflecting the tower near the top and computing the reactions.
Since the stiffness changes very little when the non-detectable
members are removed, then it can be argued that these members
do not carry much load and are not likely to be the ones that
fail under large wind and wave loads. So even though these
breaks are dífficul t to detect, they are not likely to be over-
loaded in extreme weather conditions, or to be responsible for
a subsequent catastrophic collapse ~
Many pile supported towers are initially used as drilling
platforms. Eventually, the drilling is completed and the tower
is used for production purposes. During the drilling period,
mud, cement, drill pipe, and heavy moveable equipment as well
as stored liquids are large variable quanti ties that are potenti3.l
sources of error, and may severely limit the usefulness of this
technique. However, an important consideration is that during
the drilling period, the tower is new, well staffed and probably
frequently inspected by divers. The time when this teChnique
may be a real asset is after production has begun, the staff
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reduced, the divers moved elsewhere, and the effec'ts of age have
beCome significant... This relatively inexpensive and mobile test
\
..
could bè successfully employed in a periodic inspection program
aided by the relatively minor long terin changes in mass. When
damage is detected, then the divers c¡an be moved in to complete
the job. The frequency measurements might yield additional
information about the nature or location of the damage.
Due to the mobility of the test equipment, unscheduled
inspections could be easily made on towers after severe storms or
even collisions with large vessels. One improvement in instru-
mentation that might aid the surveyor in such circumstances where
immediate results are desirable is a portable spectrum analyzer.
This would allow real titne, o~ site. accuräte deteí:minations of
natural frequency.
B. Extension of Results to Other Offshore Structures
The large reinforced concrete towers under construction
for use in the North Sea are one of ~he most promising candidates
for this testing technique. It is likely that micro-cracks in
the concrete may cause large frequency shifts, much like those
observed in earthquake damaged buildi~gs (3). Micro-cracks defy
visual inspection, especially underwa~er. Difficult weather
condi tions and deep water amplify the difficulties associated
wi th diver conducted inspections. For this type of tower, under
these circumstances, this teChnique may be particularly useful.
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Jack-up rigs and semi-submersibles are in wide use tOday.
Jack-ups may be difficult to test, because they frequently change
cOnfiguration, and even, posi tion to compensate for uneven settling
into the soils. The related changes in center of gravity, soils
interaction and stiffness may well cause unacceptable errors.
The semi-submersible introduces an entirely ne~, though not
necessarily insurmountable, set of proplems. Since they are
floating and not fixed, the natural frequencies of interest are
the flexure and torsion of the vessel independent of the bottom.
Measurement of these frequencies is complicated by the presence
of rigid body oscillations in heave, pitch and roll. An advantage
of the semi-submersible is that its mass can be estimated directly
from its displacement on any visit. Diver inspections are more
easily eonducted on semis because they extend to relatively
shallow depths. The added capability of periodic dry docking
makes them an even less attractive candidate for this inspection
technique.
Of the 2,000 plus offshore structures in use today, many are
sui ted to this inspection technique. Its mobility and low cost
make frequent inspections possible, even on relatively low
priority shallow water producing platf~rms.
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PART II
EXC J TA~I ON- RESPONSE ANAL YSIS
OF THE BUZZARDS BAY TOWER
VII. INTRODUC~~ION
-
The sources of environmental load"s on offshore structures
iinclude wind, waves, current, ice and seismic acti vi ty. Under
certain conditions each of these can be the source of structural
failure and must be considered in the design of offshore towers.
The current boom in offshore construetion has generated a need
for better methods of estimating these loads, and in some cases
for estimating the response of th'e structures to loads. For
some types of loads it is sufficient to consider quasi-static
response, while for others it is necessary to estimate tne
dynamic response.
In this investigation the dynamic response to random wind
and wave forces was considered. One f~xed offshore tower was
studied in detail and the measured response data spans a¡ wide
range of wind and sea state condi tiôns ~" The response data is
presented and analyzed in the fOllowing sections. Also, presented
are predicted estimates of the response.
The predicted response to random wind loads was: estimated
using the results of classical random vibration theory. The
wind force spectrum was derived from the wind velocity spectrum
using methods that have been developed by civil engineers for
estimating wind forces on structures. (11,12,13)
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The predicted response to random wave loads was calculated
from the results of Statistical Energy Analysis. This proce-
dure is a departure from current practice in 
the offshore indus-
try. Current practice relies almost ~xclusively on traditional
random vibration theory. This requires; that a wave force spec-
trum for each structure be derived from the wave height spectrum
and the structural details in the wave force zone. Typically,
the force du& to a single sinusoidal wave is calculated using
the Morrison wave force equation; and the results are generalized
to the random wave condition. These calculations necessarily
involve the structural details, and hence, complicated struc-
tures require tedious calculations and numerous approximations.
Statistical Energy Analysis provides a means for esti-
mating the maximum energy that a resonant structural mode may
have, independent of the structural geometry and dependent only
on the wave height spectrum and frequency. FurthermJre, if the
ratio of the modal damping due to generation of waves to the
modal damping due. to all other sources can be estimated, then
the actual mean response energy can be predicted.
Since SEA relies heavily on the general results of random
vibration theory, some of the pertinen;t random vibration con-
cepts are reviewed in Section VII!. ,As. indicated above, damp-
ing plays an important role, and the damping estimates from the
Buzzards Tower are presented in Section iX. Section X presents
the predicted wind response calculations for the Buzzards Tower;
and in Section XI the expression for maximum modal energy due to
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random wave excitation is derived from SEA considerations, and
is independently derived from basic theory regarding resonant
structural response to random waves.
In XII the predicted total response to random wind and
wave forces is compared to the measnred response d~ta for the
Buzzards Tower with satisfactory agre,ement. SEA is shown to
be a valid method for predicting the response of offshore
structures to random waves.
,
".
¡,
"
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VII I · RESPONSE OF A SINGLE DEGREE OF 1FREEDOM RESONATOR TO A
RANDOM FORCE
A. Applicability to the Buzzards Bay Tower
The two flexural modes are weakly coupled to one another by
, mechanical connections in the structure and because, their natural
frequencies are essentially identical. The rotational mode shows
very little evidence of coupling, because its resonant frequency
is significantly different from the flexure frequenpies. The
properties of small or no coupling and approximately equal
average mOdal energy make it possible to analyze the three
resonant modes as if they were each an independent single degree
of freedom resonator. In the following discussion a single d.o.f I,
mathematical model is described. It is used to predict the
response of the Buzzard~; Bay rower to random wind and wave forces.
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B. Random Excitation of a Single Derirec of F'reodom
Mec han i c al REsonator
Fip.ure VllI-l depicts a single d~o.f. mechanical renonator.
Equation VIlI-l is the well known second order linear differentirÜ
equation which describes it.
K
. M F(t)
i 'n
~ x(t)
FiaUM! VIII-1 Single d.o.f~ Redonator
.. .. .MX + RX, + KX = F(t) (VII~~l)
where: M '- lumped mass equivalent of
R = mecha.nical resistance
K = spring constant Ki or K2F(t) = driving force
tower
This equation will be used to describe the two flexural modes.
The appropriatE! differential equation describing the torsi.onal
mode is:
.- f ..
Je + R)8 + K39 ~ T(t) (VIII-;~ )
where i J = moment of inertia
R3 = mechanical rÐsistance
KJ = ~orsional ,spring constant
T(t); driving torque
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The two equations are identical from a mathematical viewpoint,
and henceforth only the first will be discussed, but application
of conclusions to the torsional case are qbvious extensions of
the solution. The response of this system to random excitation
is well known ( 14) and the details pertinent to this discussion
are summari zed below.
The Fourier transform description of the exci tai~ion response
relation for this system is i
X(W) = H(W) F(W) (VIII-))
where: x (w) =
F( w) =
H (w) =
Fourier transform of the response X(t)
transform of the excitation F(t)
transform of the response X (t) to unit
impulse force Get) = F(t)
For this mechanical
H(w) = - 2
(w o
system.
1M
_ W2) + 2 i Z;w w 0 (ViiI-4a)
and:
IH(w)12 =
17
_ w2 )2
+ 4. Z;~ 2w 2
o
(VIII-4b)(w 2o
where: w = ¡KIM the l1a tural frequency in rad/sec0 ,
w = driving frequency
Z; = R/2W M, the damping ratio0i = .r
If the forcing function F(t) is a stationary random process with
a single sided power spectrum SF(W ), then the followin~ relations
are known i
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E (F2)
cp
= fSF( w)d w = mean square force
o.
(VIII-5)
s (w)X = I H( ~ 12 SF(W) = displacement responsespectrum (Viii-6)dJ '
E (X2) = fSx(W)dW = mean eaun.re displacement (VIII-7a)
o
00
= f lH(w)12 SF( w)dWo '
E (X2)
00
= fw2s (w)dw = mean square velocityo x
o.2Sx (w) = St( w) ,
(VIII-1Zb)
"2 /00 2 'E (X) = ,wi Sx(w) , = meän square acceleraition(VIII-7c)
o
w2S. (w) = Sy( w)x A
Figure VIII-2 shows the funotion IH(W)I 2. The peak becomes
sharper as damping is decreased. For low damping the integrals
in Equations VIII- 7a, band c becøme dominated by the resonant
response in the vic ini ty of the peak in I H ( ~ 12 . For å ~ o. l5
I;
we can use the approximations i
E ri2 ) = w2 E:rt2 )0
E (X2) = W 2 ErX2 )0
(VIII-8a)
(VIII-8b)
Furthermore, if SF( w) = So' a constan't over the band of the
resonant peak in lH(w)12, then the mean square response can be
approximated by _~4 J,
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Figure VIII-2 IH(W),2 vs Frequency Ratio tV/wo
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(X2 )
7T S
E = 0 (VIII-9a)
4r;w J~
ø
E ( i:2 )
1T'3
=
0 (VIII-9b)
4 r;w If0
Since the average energy of the resonator is equal to twice the
average kinetic energy, then the expression for average modal
energy is i
0(19 = ME li2) = 7T So
4 r;w M
o
=
7T So
2R' (VIII-lO)
As will be shown, all three modes of the Buzzards Bay Tower
have damping ratios, ofr; ~ 0.01, which is so small that the
above approximations are very accurate. The halfpower bandwidth
of the resonan"; peaks is 0.02 Hz andover this band the power
spectra of the wind and waveS can be taken as constant. From
Equation VLII-L0 the mean modal energy can be calculated for
random wind excitation. For random waYe excitation some of the
random vibration conclusions as we~l as Statistical Energy
Analysis teChniques will be employed to predict response.
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iX. MODAL DAMPING OF A SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM MECHANICAL
RESONATOR
Accurate experimental estimates of damping are in practice
difficul t to achieve. A common methoà is to measure the
bandwidth of the acceleration response spectrum at the half power
A. Equivalent Bandwidth Approach
The equivalent bandwidth is defined so that it satisfies i
S.. (w ) à weX 0 = E (X2 J (IX-l)
For the single d.o.f. system discussed here it has been shown ( 15)
tha t i
6w
e = ir1;wòo ( IX-2 )
and therefore:
1;
=
E (Xl)
S..(wo) irwoX
(Ix- 3)
~'2'If E IX I ,wo and S.A (WD) can all be determined experimentally,
x
then 1; can be calculated. A,cceleration records of each
mode were analyzed with the spectrum analyzer at the Boston Nav~i
"2Shipyard. This analysis determined E( X J ,Wo , and S~( Wo )
and ~ was calculated. The mean and standard deviation of ~ for
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each of the three modes was calculated and is summarized below.
The number of measurements from which each of the means was calcu-, i
lated is indicated in parentheses. Values are presented for low
excitation conditions ( wind ~ 20 knots) i and h~avter conditions
( wind, 30 to 50 knots. seas 6 to 16 feet). There is some indication
tha t the damping increases with amplitude of osc illation, which
would be expected for the fluid viscous damping effects of the air
and water.
TABLE ix -1 Damping Ratio for the BBT
Mode X y Q
Low exci tå.tion
-c .0066 (20) .0061 (12) .0047 (17)
~ .0022 .0019 .0014
High excitation
~ .0100 (12) .0075(13) .0065 (10)
Cít' .0047 .0022 .0018
Parentheses indicate the number of values used to compute the mean.
B. Damping Estimate from Records of Transient Decay
If a single d.o.f. system is given an initial displacement
~
veloci ty or acceleration, the resulting response amplitude will
decay in an exponential fashion, given here for an initial
acceleration A. '
..
X (t) -l;Wq tAe ,:'cos ( wt)= ( IX-4 )
The peaks of the resulting oscillations fallon the decay
envelope Ae- l;ú)pt at intervals of one oscillation period,
T = 2 rrlwq'J . The ratio of two peaks separated by n periods is
given by:
..X(t)
..
X(t + nT)
\ +2n'1f Te ,."= OX- 5 )
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.
.~,
f
Then for n = 10 i
X(t)
X(t + lOT)
+207T ç
= e ( IX-6 )
andi
ì; = _ 1
2 O"'ir
"
In( X(~ + lOT)
X (t)
(IX-7 )
'lhe damping on the Buzzards Bay Tower was estimated in this way.
During one of the visits to the '~ower, when the wind and seas
were nearly caim, a flexural modn was driven by the author, shift-
ing his weight hori zontally in phase with the motion of the tower.
In this way the flexural mode wa:3 driven to amplitudes in excess
of those experienced in 55 knot winds. When the dniving force
was halted the motion decayed as described above. The top half
of Figure IX-l shows a strip chart recòrding of ..
x accelerations.
On this figure two peaks, ten periods apart, were selected and
from #quation 7, ì; = 0.011) was computed, which is in good
agreement with the high excitation va:lueshown in Table IX-L.
C. Modal Coupling
The X(t) record shown in Figure IX-l, was generated by stand-
ing at the geometric center of the top of the Buzzards Bay Tower
and shifting weigh"b'horizontally in the :tX direction in phase
..
wi th X(t). This drove oscillations in the X mode but not in the
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Y or e. The bottom half of Figure IX-L shows the acceleration
Ymaxë, generated at the maximum Y coordinate of the structure by
.. ,
the 9 angular accelerations. This motton resulted fDöm
coupling between the X and e modes. Similarly, Figure IX-2 shows
the coupling between the X and Y modes when only the X mode is
dri ven. The amplitudes of the ¡coupled motions are about 5%
and 10% for the e and Y modes, respectively. Since the average
energy is proportional to the square 'of the measured accelerations,
then the coupled modes have less than 1% of the energy of the
idriven modes. This is a substantiation of tl'eassumption of" i:.
negligible coupling between modes, which led to the choice of
the independent single d.o.f. modeL
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x. PREDICTED RESPONSE OF THE BUZZARDS BAY LIGHT STATION
TO WIND EXCITATION
To estimate the ~esponse of the tower to wind excitation
using Equation VIII-10, it is necessary to know the wind force
spectrum Sp! W\ . There is not an abundance of information on
wind force spectra. The most commonty cited authority is Alan
G. Davenport ( 12 ). He has proposed that the spectrum of the
turbulent pressure fluctuations on large objects (typically
buildings) can be represented byi
S (f) = 4p 2J 2J 2P 1 z H Sv (f)
V 2
1
(X-1 )
2where Pi = l PVi ep' the mean maximum pressure on tho object.
This is usually near the top of the structure where Vi, the mean
Wlnd speed is the highest. The highest pressure is the
stagnation pressure for which C = l.O. J and JH are reductionp z
factors that are less than or equal to one and depend on the
geometry of the structure. Sv (f) is the velocity spectra of the
turbulent wind fluctuations, and f is the frequency in Hz.
S (f) =v
2
4C TV 1
f
2
x
2 4/3(1 + x )
ft2
2 - sec ) (X-2)see
where: CT = terrain roughness coefficient equal to
0.001 for ocean and near coastal regions
= 4000 f/v 33x
V 33 = mean wind speed at 33 feet above ground
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For- f ~ i Hz and V 33 ~ 200 ft/sec, x2 ;:;: i and Equation X-2
simplifies to i
Sv (f) =
24CTVi
i f
V 33 2/3( 4000f ) (x- 3)
v 33 is related to Vi by the equationi
v( z) =V Zô
z 1/7. 5(-)Zo (X-4 )
z and Zö are two different haights above ground, and Vz' Vz are
o
corresponding velocities. For the BBT, Vi = V84, the velocity
84 f eet above the sea surf~c e . Therefore V 33 = o. 88V 1 and
V 33/4000f = Vi/4530f . Substituting this result and the value
CT = 0.001 into Equation X-3 reveals thati
v 8/3
Sv(f) = 1.461 x io-5 (f1/3 ) (X- 5)
The force spectrum can be related to the pressure spectrum by
the frontal area A over which the pressure acts. A ~ 2000 ft2
for the BBT.
SF(f) 2= A Sp(f) (x-6 )
Combining iauations x-i, x- 5, and x-6 resul tsin:
J 2J 2
z ' H
V 21
SF (f) = 4A 2 (l r: V 2)2
P 1
( 1.461- LO- 5
v 8/3
1
5/3 Jf
(X-7 )
which reduces when p .air = 0.00238 siugs/ft3, Cp =72
1 . 0, and
2A = 2000 ft to i
SF (f) = 3 310.iO-4J 2J 2
· Z :- v 14/31f5/3 (X-8 )
.
sugge st s ( /Á )Davenport that i
J2 , 1 1=
+ a )2
.
Z (1 + C)(1 3
J 2 i,... iH
(1 + ~ )
(X-9a)
(X-9b)
where: a = 0.i6
= 8hf/Vi f= 144 --Vi
18 ft, height of house on top of towe~
c
h =
a1 = 20bf/Vi f
- 1500 vi
b = 75ft, length of bouse
Substi tution into Equation X-8 yields i
S (f) =F
2.46 · lO- 4:v 114/3
': '"l
f5/3t1 + 144f) (l + -lOOf )Vi ' Vi
(X-lO)
Recalling Eq. VIII-lO and not,ing that S f( w) =
~,¡F(f) , then
'I SF( i) SF (f 0) (X-11 ).( E:; = =T I; W M 16 'I I;f M0 0
i'his is the expression for the average energy for any particular
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mod.e with natural frequency fo' driven by a wind force with
spectrumSF(fo) evaluated at foe For the BBT fo= 0.975 Hz for
the X and Y modes. The mean energy for the flexure modes was
computed and plotted in Figure X-l, as a function of wind speed.
for M = 18. 7 x iOJ Slug~, l; = a.Oi. For example, for Vi =
84.5 ft/sec = 50kts i
.(E; = 0 .51 ft-lbs
x,y (X-12 )
These results as shown in Fig. X-l are relatively crudeo The
expressions used for J z 2 and JH 2 were empirically derived for
buildings and do not necessarily extend accurately to BBT-type
structures .Of course, the expression for Sp (f) has numerous
inherent assurnptionsand approximations as well. Nonetheless.
as will be shown in Section XIIi the predictions agree quite well
wi th measured results.
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XI. STATISTICAL ENERGY ANALYSIS PREDICTION OF 
STRUCTURAL 
RESPONSE TO WAVE EXCITATION
A. Application of SEA to the Ocean
The origin of Statistical Energy Analysis can be traced back
fifteen years to the work of R. H. Lyon and P. W. Smith ( is ) .
Working first independently and then jointly, they discovered
that "... the response of a resonator excited by a diffuse
broad band sound field, reached a limit when the radiation
damping of the resonator exceeded its internal dampin9..," and
.
furthermore "this limiting vibration amounted to an equality of
energy between the resonator and the average modal energy of the
sou'nd fi. eld". ( is ) . I t th .. 1 h bn recen years ese princip es ave een
developed extensively for the interaction of sound and
structural vibration. Thesimilari ty between the wave description
of a sound field and the wave description of the surface of the
ocean leads one to believe that the principles of SEA can be
extended to the ocean. It can be shown that the behavior of a
mechanical resonator d~iven by random ocean waves can be described
in the same way as its acoustic analogy. . The above two quotations,
taken from Lyon's text on SEA, provide the two approaches that will
arri ve at the correct conclusions.
The first statement suggests that, by examining the relation-
ship between damping and response of a resonator to random ocean
waves,
¡
alimi ting vibration can be calculated.
The alternate approach suggested by the second statement is
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that if a quantity analogous to "the average modal energy of the
sound field" can be determine i for th, ocean, then this will be
the limit of maximum energy tnat a resonator can achieve in the
ocean. By using a s i.mple mod'1l of the ocean, an expression for
the average modal energy will be dSrived. Bra more fundamental
approach the response of ~ resonator ta random ~cean, waves will
be shown to equal ~laverage modal energy" in the limit of dominant
radiation damping. Furthermore, this result will yield the
resonant energy for non-limiting cases as wel l.
B. Average Modal Energy
To compute the average energy per mode for a random sea,
expressions are required '~or the average energy over a frequency
band f'w and also the ave r-age number of modes contaIîed in the
Same band . The average energy per unit area associa ~ed with a
(16)single ocean wave isgiv,eii by:
2E = t p,A (Xi-i)
where i n(x,t) A cos (kx-wt) lhefree Sl rface equation
P - - density of \Vater
g ~ acceleration of gravi ty
This can be generalized to the energy spectrum of a random sea.
i
E(w) = PgS hew) energy per unit frequency
per unit area (XI-2 )
where i S (w) = wave height spectrumn 77
Over a frequency land. &J the aVl9rageenergy per unit area is
simply:
E ( (¡) t:w (XI-))
Consider an infinitely deep ocean of lengthti and width ,R2'
as' shown in Figure XI-l. A solution to, the boundary value
problem for the velocity potential is as follows.
CP(x1, x2' z, t) == ~ Kz(¡ e cos ki xl cosk2x2 cos (¡ t
(XI-4 )
In addition to satisfying the zero velocity boundary conditions
on the walls, and at z = - 00, it mpst. satisfyi
íl2cp =0
which is true if:
K2 =k2+k2i 2 = ni 7T 2 n2 7T 2( ) + ( )-,R i .R2' j( 2
, ni' n2
(XI": 5)
and must also satisfyi
2
ad ¡f, a¡f)l+g~=oa t2 a i on z = 0 (XI-6 )
2
which res(ll ts in K = (¡ /g.
A convenient way( 15 ) of ordering the modes Kn is shown
i' n2
Each point in this ~ava number lattice corresponds
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in Figure X-2.
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\
Figure XI - 1 Rectangular, Infinitely Deep Ocean
x x x x
x
-l X
X7r//
2
XT X
X
-l 7r/ll 1-
Figure XI - 2 Wave Number Lattice
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to an area 4\K = 1T 2/Q,1.R 2. If the wave number is increased from
,K to K + 6K, the area is increased by l1TK6K and on the average
this will include l'"6K/(-ir/'Ri.R2) new 
,modes. Therefore the
average number of modes per unit increment in wave number is i
n(K) = K 1. .R2
2-1T' (XI-7 )
which is called the modal density in wave number.
To obtain n( w) the modal density in frequency, the relation
n(K)6K = n( w) 6w is required. Using this and Eq. XI-71
new)
. n(K) ~K = K\ .R2 6K21T ~ =
K.Ri.Rz
21TC
g
(XI-8 )
Where we used the fact åhat ~: = Cg, the group velocity, which
is one half the phaseveloci ty C~ for deep water waves. Since
K = ilc~, then i
n (w) wR-.R 2
TI 2
cp
T
. ,
mòde s
uni t ;rreq
ì
~
(XI-9 )
The number of modes in a band 6w is si.mpl¥~'n ( w) 6w , and by
recalling Equation XI-) and noting t'hat i19:2 is the area of the
rec tangular oc ean, t hen the average energy in' a band 6w f or an
,area -\.RZ isi
E(W)'ó.Ri.R2' (XI-l0)
and the average energy per mode ia given byi
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E( W)f'w 9, 19,2
o(Ef =
mode new) f'w =
?
E(W) 9, 9, TIC,¡-
.. 2 'I
wJi L ~
=
?TI C 4i~E( w)
w
TI 2
= ,g E( w)
.lD 3 (XI..il)
Substi tuting in for E( w.; from Eq. XI-2 i
0( E;:, =
mod~
3TIp ~ S (,W),
w 3 n (XI-12 )
'I1his is the average modal energy we set out to find.
One might argue that the rectangular ocean model is too
artificial. It should be noted, however, that the geometry of
the ocean does not enter into the final expression and that, as
will be shown, the same result will be obtained by examining the
response ofa resonator to random wàves. That is, the maximum
energy a mechanical resonator in the 
ocean may have is given by
Eq. XI-12, when evaluated at w =wo' the natural frequency of the
resonator. This maximum is achieved when the radiation damping
':
is much larger than the internal damping.
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c. Response of a Resonator to Sinusoidal Waves
The dynamic response of a complex structure to ocean waves
can be thought of as the superposition of many indiv idual natural
modes. As in the case of the Buzzards Bay Tower, it is often
possible to igrore the small coupling between modes and cons!der
each mode independently, treating it analytically as if it were
a single degree of freedom resonator.
The general formulation for one such independent resonator
might be specified as follows i
MX + (R. + R )x + Kx = Fei (wt + ct)i r (XI-iJ)
All of the constants and variables indi cated above are the single
d ~o.f. equivalents ~o their modal cQunterparts. The mass includes
the added mass of entrained fluid, and the spring constant includes
both mechanical and hydrostatic effectr;. The damping coefficient
is separated into two parts. R is called the radiation resistance
r
and accounts for the dissipation of power by radiation of waves.
The internal resistance R. accounts for all other sources, suchi
as " viscous effects and soils dissipation. F is the magnitude
of the "blocked force" an incident wave would exert on the
resonator if it were held fixed.
In the next few pages an expression will be derived for the
average energy of a resonator on the surface of the ocean in
response to random waves. This avel'age energy will be the
product of the average energy per mode in the ocean, Bq. XI-12,
and the ratio of the radiation damping to the 
total damping
coefficient. This derivation draws heavily on similar work by
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F~ Smith (19) for the case of structural response to acousti c
exci tation.
Fundamental to these arguments is the principle of reci proci ty.
A more detailed discussion of reciprocity than that offered here
may be found in the Smith reference(19). Reciprocity is used
to extend the known solution for the response of a certain class
of resonators, floating ellipsoids, to the gtneral case of an
arbitrary resonator on the surface.
In general the blocked force exerted by the passage of the
iWtwave, ri e ,will be a function of frequency Wand angle of
incidence ~. To deal with this dependence on frequency and
incidence angle, the "shape function" r (w,~) is defined as thC'
ratio of the magnitude of the blocked force to the magnitude of
the wave height. The abbreviated form will generally be used
F/ ri = r (w,~) = r
(XI-14 )
in the following discussion. Consider two cases i
Case 1. An ellipsoid buoy, ballanted to float half submer~ed,
, is artificially driven at a sinusoidal veloci ty of magni tude Vb.
The waves generated by this motion, in an otherwise calm deep
ocean, are of height ri t in the vicini ty of a second resonator,
which is a larg9 distance s from the buoy. ~~e waves drive this
this resonator represents one mode of an offshore tower.
resonator in steady state oscillation. For the sake of a name,
Henceforth variables Subscripted t and b refer to the tower ard
buoy, respectively.
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Case 2 $ The tower is dri"len sinusoidally wi th a magni tude
V~, where the prime now indicates the new problem represented as
Case 2. The waves generated by thi s motion in an otherwise calm
ocean are of height l' , when they reach the buoy, which r.esponds0
in steady state oscillation. The principle of point to po int
rec iprocity in the fluid requires that:
2
-iFtl
Ivbi2
=
I Fb' ,2
I V ' 12t
(XI-15 )
In words, a ' buoy velocity Vb in Oase 1 resulted in a blocked force
Ft on the tower. 'lhe ratio of F t to Vb must equal the ratio in
,the reverse Case 2 where a tower ve loc i ty Vt resulted in a
,blocked force 0:'1 the b~oy Fb U
One conclusion drawn from reciprocity is that the variation
wi th angle of the radiated wave height is identical to the angular
variation in blocked force due to wa~es of constant height but
varying incidence angle. This angular dependence is accounted
for mathematically by the directivity function D(~).
D (~ ), :: _.. r (w , m L=-
.( I r (w t ~) 12 ~ ~ (Xi-i6)
Close examination of the two hypothetical ca~;es described
above, and application of the principle of reciproci ty will
yield an expression for the radiation resistance Rrt~ for the
tower. This radiation resistance will be used to devel09 the
desired expression for the modal energy of the tower due to
random waves.
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The power radiated by the buoy in Case 1, is given by 
the
product of the mean square velocity and the radiation resistance.
For oscillations of magnitude Vb'
TIb = .J Iv 12R2 b r (XI-I? )
The flux or intensity per linear foot along ~ circumference at a
large radiuss is given for plane waves byi
"
Ib =
, 2 2
:¡pg Tlt
=
l I Vb 12 Rr , b
2'I S (XI-18 )w
,
1Ft 12
1 v'i2b
=
2
w Rr. b I r t I D (r2 ) b
2
'I S Pg (XI-19)
The reciprocal exp~ession for Case 2 can be wri tten by
inspection.
IFb' 12
¡Vi;' 12
=
2 'w Rr. t I r biD ( r2) t
2
'I spg (XI-;~O)
J.N. Newman has shown(1?) that for an ellipsoid on the surface:
.
Fb =
.4ipg Tlb P( r2) b
w
.
(XI-21 )
and therefore i
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i
I 10', Ib
.Illb I
=
4pg 'IP(¡t)b I
w
= I r b I (XI-22)
Q
Newman has also shown that i
Rr.b = 8 p wg -( I P (rl ) b 12 n ' =
3
2 p:3 -( I r b 12? ri
(XI-23)
where -( ?ri denotes the average over all angles. For bodies with a
vertical axis of symmetry this can be reduced to i
3
Rr,b = I rbi2 w
2pg3
(X 1-24)
.
This particular symmetry implies ';hat Fb
of angle from the buoy, and hence D (rI)b =
-(I r b 12n .
and' llt are independent
1 , and I r ~ 2 =
#;
To siJlPlify thl3 remainder of this discuss:Lon the result for
the summetriccase will be used. This implies no loss of
generality, as the use of the general expressions will yield the
same result. Equation XI-l9 simplifies to:
2
1Ft I
'¡Vb f
=
2w~r'ib Ir tl
2TI spg
( X 1 _. 2 5) ,
Substitution for I r I 2 from XI-24 intò XI-20 yields:b
l
I Fbi 12 
,',. 2IVt I
Rr, tRr, bD (rl )t, :: w2 (XI-26 )
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Reciproci ty requires that XI-25 equal XI~26 which leads to i
R t' =r,
Ir ti2
D (r¡ ) t
w 3
2 ~3
=
w3 -=/1' tlSr¡
2Pg3 (XI-27)
This is identical in form to the general expression given for
Rr,b in XI-23. Reciprocity has been used to show that the
radiation damping coefficient of any resonator on the surface
of the ocean is given by Eq. XI-27.
D. Response to Random Waves
The shape function expression for random 
waves is given byi
SF (w ) = I r (w. n) 12 S ri ( w ) (XI-28)
From Eq. VlII-l0 the energy Ð:f a resonator excited by a broadband
force spectrum is given byi
-= E ? = ME (x2 J = 'I SF2Rt (XI-29 )
where Rt is the total damping. In terms of Eq. XI-27 and XI-28.
the average energy can be expressed by i
-= E ?=
'I S
ri /rtl23 2w -=1 rtl ?
2Pg3
(XI-30)
2( R. +, i
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=
'lp p;3
w 3
RSri(w) (R. r~tR ' ) D(r2)t
i,t r,t
For waves of random incidence angle the average directivity
function must be used, but it is always equal to 1.0 and XI-30
becomes i
o(E). = 3'lO p;
w3
R
S (w)( r. t )
-i R. t+ R ti, r, (XI- 31 )
This is the result we set out to find. The average modal energy
of the resonator is simply the product of the average energy
per mode in the ocean and the ratio of the radiation to total
3. Lineari zed internal damping,
4. The resonator is assumèd to be moving at zero
average velocity through the water.
5. Linearized water wave theory for deep water waves 0
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The suggestion is frequently made, "Why not use SEA tech-
niques to consider the wind excitation as well?" The wave
description and hence the principle of reciprocity are funda-
mental to SEA. For SEA to be applicable, a resonant structural
mode is assumed to be in energy equilibrium with a large number
of modes in the free field, in this case the water Wave
field. The structural mode must be able to receive energy frorr
waves and to radiate energy as waves. This conditiort is satis-
fied in the case of acoustic excitation, water wave excitation,
and possibly seismic excitation, but not wind excitation.
When the radiation damping is large compRred to the internal
damping, the resonant mode radiates energy as fast as i t receives
it. The average resonant energy equal~ the average energy per
mode in the wave fi eld, and there is no net power flow. #hen
there is significant internal damping, the power dissipated by it
must come from the external excitation. Power flow between the
resonator and the free field is proportional to the difference
in energy between the resonator and the averp,ge energy per mode
in the ocean. Power flows from high energy to low energy, and
therefore the energy of the resonator is less than the free field,
modal energy in accordance wi th Eq. XI- 31.
For resonators in the ocean, the usefulness of SEA is
limi ted by the assumptions li sted above and by the engineer's
abili ty to estimate the ratio of' the radiation to the total
damping. For many floating structures the radiation damping may
dominate, and the limiting re sult can be easjly computed. In
such cases the SEA approach is superior to t~e classical random
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vibration approach because it eliminates the need to compute a
force spectrum from a wave height spec,trum, a calculation which
necessarily, involves the structural details of each resonator.
For structures in which the internal damping is known to be
significant, then the SEA prediction becomes more difficult,
requiring estimates of the internal and radiation damping, thus
reducing the advantage over classical random vibration solutions.
The SimpliCity of the SEA result contrasted to the complexity of
the wind responi:;e prediction is a good example of the
advantages that SEA has over the more classical solutions.
In the next section the measured response of the Buzz~rds
Bay Tower will be compared to the expression derived here and to
the previously computed wind driven response.
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XII. COMPARISON BETWEEN PREDICTED AND MEASURED RESPONSE OF THE
BUZZARDS BAY TOWER
A. Experimental Techniques
The instrumentation and Fast Fourier Transform analysis havo
been previously described. From the computed power spectra for
the accelerations of the tower in flexure and rotation, the mean
square acceleration was evaluated 
and from 1~. VIII-8b the mean
square veloèi ty was obtained. The mean energy is given by
M .E pC2), ME fi2) or iE (é2) fer flexure or torsional modes.
These expressions were used to calculate the energy of vibration
of the tower f~om more than fifty independent recordings. taken
in a variety o~ weather conditions.
The greatest difficulty was encountered attempting to relate
this response to tho excitation. It was not practical to measure
wave height spectra at the tower, but a sensitive anemometer was
available. At the time e!ach recording was made the average
wind speed and direction was recorded, as well as the estimated
sea state. including average wave and swell height. period and
direction.
B. Interp~eting the Dat i
The three modes on the tower had equal average energy,
independent of the direction of tne wind and waves. This is due
in part to the coupling betw 1en m,)des, which acts to cause the
modes to have equal energy, and to,the relatively broad angular
distribution of the wind and wave force spectra at any given
91
\
time.
The data points plotted in Figures XII-1 and XII-2 are the
mean energy of the flexural and rotational modes versus mean
wind speed. The scatter has several sources; each point was
computed from 8. record 200 seconds long, which is short enough
to allow consiè erable temporal variation from one measurement to
the next. The mean wind speed does not account for variations
in fetch and duration which determine sea state, nor does it
account for variations of wind and wave forces with angle of
incidence.
At certain times, the wind was observed to drop rapidly,
leaving relatively high seas. These points are indicated in
the figures. F\or two such data points arrows are drawn to the.
position of points that were plotted from data collected only a
c. Predicted Energy Due:;o Wind Excitation
In Section X the predicted energy of the flexural modes due
to random wind loads was given in Eq. X~Il for the BBT. Due to
lack of information in the literature, it was not possible to
derive a similar expression for the energy of the torsional
mode. From Eq. X-11, the average energy due to wind excitation
is given by:
o(E ~ =
x, y
SF(fo)
161TçfM
o 92
where, S,,(f') is calculated fram Eq. X-lO. -( E :; is1  x, y
plotted in Figure XII-1 for M = 18.7,X i03 slugs, fo == 0.9765 Hz,
and r; = O.Ol. From Section ix r; was found to vary from 0.007
for low amplitudes of vibration to 0.011 for higher oscillation
ampli tudes over the range of data plotted here. The effect of
lower damping a~ low wind speeds would be to move the lower
portion of, the predicted curve slightly to the right. Most of
the data points plotted in Figure XlI-1 indicate that the flexural
modal energy of the tower exeeeded ~he wind energy prediction
as is expected due to the additional wave excitation.
D. Predicted Energy Due to Waves
Eq. XI-26 gives the SEA prediction for the average energy
per mode of a. damped resonator in the ocean.
0( E :; , = t:nT ~3
x, y, or e w3 Sn (w) (
R 'r
,,)
R. + Ri r
It consists of the product of the average~energy per mode in the
wave field. and the ratio of radiation to total damping. For the
BBT the total damping is known, and S (~ Can be estimated from
n
the observed wind speeds.
For the purpose of this prediction S (w) was computed from the
n
Pierson-Moskowi tz spectnim( 18 )
2 ,4
Sn(w) = (8.l . 10-3) -i e-0.74(g/Vw)
w5
2ft -see (XII-l )
where V is the mean velocl ty at 19 meters above the surface and
93
was computed from the observed wind data.
The Pierson-Moskowi tz spectrum is used here, for example,
Psimarily because it is well known. It must be pointed out that
like the numerous other published 
spectra available , it was
computed from wnve height data that was sampled at intervals
greater that the periods of oscillation that we are interested
in. The digi tizatæ.on interval for the Pierson Moskowitz was
1.5 sec (18 ), and therefore, Eq. XII-l relies on the accuracy of
the extrapolation to higher frequencies.
The limiting energy of vibration occurs when the radiation
damping dominates, and this limit is plotted in Figure XII-l and
XII-2 for £0 = 0.9765 Hz and 1.085 Hz, respectively. It is
immediately apparent that this limiting energy is hot achieved.
The few data points obtained that allowed separation of the
wind and wave energies make it possible to estimate the
apparent correct location of the wave energy 
prediction, and
from this deduce the ratio of radiation to total damping. The
apparent energy line is plotted in Figure XII-l and the
ratio of the apparent energy to the maximum possible energy for
winds above 20 knots indicates that:
brad
b ' d + R.ra J¡nt
=
O.l
0.9 = O.l,l =
S rad
S d+S.tra in
Since srad + Sint = Stotal= O.OlO, then Sint = 0.0089 and (;rad
= O.OOll. The internal damping.ds roughly eight times greater than
the rauiation damping. The viscous dàmping of the air and water;94
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the strain damping in the structure, and the damping effect of
the soii all combine to exceed the .ave generating damping of
the structure by several times. For winds below 20 knots the
response cannot be accounted for completely by the predictions
shown. A possible explanatiDn is that at low wind speeds, the
extrapolation from the Pierson-Moskowitz is in error, and yields
high predictions for the vibrational energy due to waves. ~
E. Conclusion
The ability of the SEA model to predict a maximum response to
waves has been confirmed for the case of the BBT. There are many
unsolved vibration problems in the ocean, including buoy systems,
floating ships and structures, as well as fixed towers. Statis-
tical Energy Analysis is well suited .to SOlving many of them. At
the very least it can provide estimates of maximum response that
can be of service to the designer of offshore systems. One of
the next steps in the testing of the applicability of SEA might
be to compare existing response measurements of offshore struc-
tures to the predictions of SEA.
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APPENDIX STRUDL COMPUTER MODEL
II 'KIM VANDIVER' ,CLASS=A,REGION=400K
I*M1 T ID USER= ('''1124':.1êJ34.. .TOViE~)
I*SIlI LOW
I*MA IN T INE=S ,L INES=5
'*FORMATP~,ODNAME=F T06F002
I*SETUP DDNAME=DU~.UNI T=2JI4. 10= (234065) ,A=FCM.
loCO~M='USI~G M11113-4156'
IIJOdLIB DO DSNAME=ICES.LINKLIB,OISP=SHR
II DU DSN=ICES.ST~UDL.MODULES,DIS~=SHR
II EXEC ICES,PROG=QQQICEX2
IIGO.DDZ O~ USN=ICES.STRUDL.UATA,~ISP=OLO
iIGO.DD3 DO OSN=ICES.STRUDL.CO~,úISP=OLO
iIC-,O.SYSIN DO *
STRUOL 'PLATFORM' 'STIFFNESS MATRIX FO~ FULL TUWER'
OUMP TIME
UN I TS LHS FE.ET
TYPE SPACE FRAME
JOINT COURDINATES
1 -.6H6 -10.0 30.686 5
2 60.686 -10.0 30.686 S
3 'bO.686 -10.0 -30.686 S
4 -.hH6 -10.0 ~JO.686 5
'3 0.0 0.0 -30.0
6 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 0.0 0.0 30.0
1: 30.0 0.0 30.09 60.0 0.030.0
10 60.0 0.0 0.0
11 60.0 0.0 -30.0
12 30.0 0.0 -30.0
13 57.5 36.5 -27.5 5
14 30.0 36.5 -27.5 5
15 2.S 36.5 -27.5 5
l~ 2.5 36.5 0.0 S
17 2.5 36.5 27.5 5
18 30.0 36.5 27.5 5
19 57.5 36.5 27.5 5
20 S7.5 36.5 0.0 5
¿ 1 55.0 7). 0 ~25. 0 5
22 30.0 73.0 -25.0 5
23 5.0 73.0 -25.0 5
24 S.O 7J.0 0.0 S
2S 5.0 73.0 25.0 S
;6 30.0 '3.0 2S.0 S
27 55.0 /3.0 25.0 5
2~ 55.0 /3.0 0.0 S
2q 55.0102.0 -25.0
30 5.0 102.0 -25.0
J 1 S. 0 102. 0 2~. 0
32 5~.O 102.0 ¿S.O
J1 55.0 117.0 -25.0
34 4~.5 117.0 -2S.0
35 30.0 117.0 -25.0
36 17.S 117.~ -25.0
37 5.0 117.0 -¿5.0
J8 S.D 117.0 -12.~
jq S.O 117.0 0.04D ~.O 117.0 12.5
41 5.0 117. 0 2~. 0
x
! :
Ii
i i
i ¡
I!
, iI,
r
j
i
ii
'I
Ii
IiI:iI
Ii
.
I
¡
"
II
¡
100
42 17.5 117.0 25.0
43 30.0 117.0 25.0
44 42.5 117.0 2~.0
45 55.0 117.0 25.0
46 55. a 1 1 7.0 12.5
47 55.0 117.0 O.~
48 55.0 117.0 -12.5
49 55.0 127.0 -25.0 S
50 30.0 127.0 -25.0 S515.0127.0 -25.0 S
52 5.0 127.0 0.0 S
53 5.0 127.0 25.0 S
54 30.0 127.0 25.0 S
55 55.0 127.0 25.0 S
56 55.0 127.0 0.0 S
57 -3.425 -50.0 33.425 S
5H 63.425 -50.0 33.425 S
59 63.425 -50.0 -33.425 S
60 -3.425 -50.0 -33.425 5
MEM~ER INC IOENCES
101 1 7
102 2 9
103 3 11
104 4 5
105 5 15
106 7 17
107 9 19
10tl 11 13
109 13 21
110 19 27
1 1 1 1 7 25
112 15 23
113 27 32
114 21 29
115 23 30
116 25 31
117 31 41
l1H 32 45
119 29 33
120 30 37
121 37 51
122 41 53
123 45 55
124 33 49
i 25 7 8
126 d 9
127 10 9
128 11 10
12': 12 11
130 5 12
1 31 56
132 6 7
1 33 2~ 26
134 26 21
135 28 21
136 21 2~
137 22 21
138 ¿3 2¿
139 23 24
140 24 25
101 '

201 46 S~
202 46 S6
203 48 56
204 48 4lJ
205 34 49
206 ~O 34
207 36 50
208 51 36
209 51 3H
210 38 52
211 52 40
212 40 53
213 31 42
214 32 44
21 S 32 46
216 29 48
217 29 34
21tl 30 36
219 30 38
2?0 31 40
221 53 54
222 54 5~
223 56 55
2?4 49 56
225 50 49
226 51 50
227 51 52
22d 52 53
2?'l 57 1
230 58 2
231 59 3,
232 60 4
UNITS INCHES
CONSTANTS E 30000000. ALL
G 11500000. ALL
PO I SSON .333 ALL
UNITS KIPS
$ ~OUNDARY CONUITIONS
i 1 2 3 4 5P~ ING Xl SUPPORT ONLY
JOINT RELEAStS FO~CE YMOMENT X Y Z KFX 30. ~FZ 30.0
1 2 3 4
i 57 58 ~q 60 MOMENT X Y Z KFX 200. KFl 200. Kf Y 2000.
.JOINT RELEASES MOMENT X Y Z KfX 200. KfY 2000. K~I 200.
57 58 59 60
JOINT RELEASES fORCE X Y Z MOMENT X Y Z
13 TO 28 4~~1 52 535556
$ dUUNDAHYCONUITIONS FOR UNIT DEFLECTlON
JOI NT RELEASES FORCE Y I MOMENT X Y Z
50 54
'j; 33 ~ .~oo
MfM~ER PRO~ERTIES PRIS~ATIC AX 51.1 ix 1.5S1EI! IY 6142. IL 6742. SY 408.6 _
SZ 408.6
101 TO 112 229 230 231 232
~ 30 ~ 1.00
MfM PROP PHI AX lJI.2 iX 2.205Ell IY 9589. II %89. SY 639..' SZ 639.3
113 TO 124
$ 18 ~ .~OO
MEM PROP PkI AX 27.49 IX 2.422EI0 IY 1053.2 IZ 1053.2 SY 117. SZ 117.
149 TO 156
'I 18 ~ .375
, .~
.
10)
Ii
! I
l
'iI
I
i
,
MFM P~OP PHI AX 20.76 ix 1.85SEI0 IY806.6 Il d06.6 ,SV 8~.63 SZ 89.63
169 TO 1/6
$ 16 it .~OO
MFM PROP PRIAX 24.35 ix 1.6H4EI0 iV 732. IZ 7J¿. SY ~1.5 SZ 91.5
157 TO 164$ 16 it .375
MfM PROP PHI AX IH.41 IXl.293E10 iV 562.1 IL ~62.1 SY 70.3 SZ 70.3
125 TO 140
:I 14 It .~OO
MEM PROP PHI AX 21.21 IX 1.113Elu IV 483.8 Il 483.8 SV 69.1 SZ 6~.1
177 TO 212
j 12.75 Il .375
MEM PROP PHI AX '14.58 IX 6.425E9 iV 27~.3 Il 2f~.3 SY 43.82 SL 43.82
213 TO 220$ 10.75 it .3~0
~EM P~OP PHI AX 11.44 IX 3.560E9 IV 154.H IZ 1~4.8 SY 28.8 SZ 28.8
141 TO 148
$ ts.625 it .322
MEM PROP PHI AX 8.4 ix 1.668E9 iv 72.5 IZ 72.5 SV 16.81 5Z,16.81
165 TO 168
$ ¿4wFI00 J = 4.87 ix = GJ
M~M PROP PRI AA 29.43 ix S.bE7 iV 2987. IZ l03.~ SV 248.9 S2 33.9
221 TO 228
LOADING 'UNIT 3' 'UNIT DEFLECTION IMPOSED AT Y = 127.0 IN +X DIQ~CTIONI
JOINT DISPLACEMENT DISP X 1.0
50 54
LOADING 'tORSION' 'DETE~MINE TORSIONAL RIGIDITY'
JOINT DISPLACENENT DISP X -1.0
50
JOINT DISPLACEMENT DISP X 1.0
54
AcTIVE JUINTS ALL
ACT I VE MEM~ERS ALL
ACTIVE LOADINGS ALL
UNITS INCHtS KIPS
STIFfNESS ANALYSIS
PRINT APPLIED JOINT OISPLACEME~TS
LIST REACTIONS
:I ASYM BJ-EAK ON COLUMN 126
AcTIVE JOINTS ALL
ACT I VEMEMdENS ALL ~UT 126
ACTIVE LOADINGS ALL
STIFFNESS ANALVSIS
LIST REACTIONS
$ AS YM B~E AK ON COLUMN i 66
ACTIVE JOINTS ALL
AC T I VE M~M~E~S ALL BUT 166
AcT I VE LOAUINGS ALL
STIFFNESS ANALVSIS
Ll S T RE ACTI ONS
$ ASYM B~EAK ON COLUMN 142
ÄCTIVE JOINTS ALL
AcTIVE MI:MtjERS ALL ~lJT 142
AcTIVE LOAUINGS ALL
Sf I FFNESSANALVS I S
LIST REl\CTlONS
$ ASYM 8REAK ON COLUMN 110
ACTIVE JOINTS ALL
ACT I VE MtMHERS ALL BUT 110
ACTIVE LOAUINGS ALL
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11
Ii
11
Ii
i:
11
Ii
Ij
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I
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I
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ST IfFNESS ANALYSIS
LIST REACTIONS
$ ASYM B~EAK ON COLUMN 145
ACTIVE JUINTS ALL
Ar.T I VE MEM~ERS ALL BUT 145
ACTIVE ~OAUINGS ALL
ST IFFNESS ANALYSIS
LIST REACTIONS
FINISH
1* E 0 JiHHHHHHHl
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Appendix Figure I-A STRUDL Tî'mf Model
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Appendix Figure I-B STRUUL Tower Top
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